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CASTRATI
AND THE
MASQUERADE
OF THE
EIGHTENTH CENTURY
Farinelli and Sitwell
Katherine Arens

ome of the most alien preservations from seventeenthand eighteenth-century Europe derive from the
Baroque opera—the castrati, castrated male singers
who sang soprano, mezzo, and alto in the Italian opera, for the Papal
choirs, and at the absolutist courts of Europe.
A small raft of scholars in history and performance have ap
proached the technical and historical details of this world, from
diagnoses of their hormone conditions through recovery of their tours,
homes, contracts, and performance schedules.* Yet to a large

' See Richard Boursy, "The Mystique of the Sistine Chapel Choir in the Romantic Era," The
Journal ofAfusicology 11 (1993): 277-329, for a discussion of the papalchoirs; Xavier Cervantes,
"'Tuneful Monsters': The Castrati and the London OperaticPublic 1667-1737," Restoration and
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18th Century Theatre Research 13 (1998); 1-24; Jean Grundy Fanelli, "A Sweet Bird of Youth:
Caffarelli InVisx.oitiT Early Music[Gre3X.Britain] 27 (1999):55-63; Patricia Howard, "Guadagni
in the Dock: A Crisis in the Career of a Castrato," Early Music [Great Britain] 27 (1999):87-95;
Lowell E. Lindgren and Carl B. Schmidt, "A Colleaion of 137 BroadsidesConcerning Theatre
in Late Seventeenth-Century Italy: An Annotated Catalogue," Harvard Library Bulletin 28
(1980): 185-233; Judith Milhous and Robert D. Hume,"Heidegger and the Management of the
Haymarket Opera, 1713-17," Early Music[Great Britain] 27 (1999): 65-84; Robert Ness, "The
Dwncwtf and Italian OperainEngland," E/gAfeentf'-CentoJ^SfKdies 20 (1986-87): 173-194; Susan
Helen Parisi, "Acquiring Musicians and Instruments in the Early Baroque: Observations from
Mantua," The Journal ofMusicology 14 (1996): 117-50; Judith A. Peraino, "I Am an Opera:
IdentifyingwithHenryPurcell'sDtt/oandy4eneas,°in£n Travesti: Women,GeruierSubversion,
Opera, eds Corinne E. Blackmer and Patricia Juliana Smith (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1995), 99-131; John A. Rice, "Benedetto Frizzi onSingers, Composers and Opera in Late
Eighteenth-Century Italy," Studi Musicali 23 (1994): 367-93; Richard Sherr, "Cuglielmo
Conzaga andthe Castrati," Renaissance Quarterly 33, (1980):33-56; Eric Street, "The Unkindest
Cut of All: The Ascent and Decline of the Castrati," The Opera Journal (US) 25 (1992): 3-11;
Andres Ruiz Tarazona, "Los cantores capones: Un texto revelador," Revista DeMusicologia 21,
(1998): 645-52; Stephen A. Willier, "A Celebrated Eighteenth-Century Castrato: Casparo
Pacchierotti's Life and Career," The Opera Quarterly 11 (1995): 95-121, on various aspects of
schedules, contracts, and performance practice; Benjamin Simkin, "Letter to the Editor,"
Medical Problems of Performing Artists 14 (1999): 99; John Kennedy and Jose F. Caro, "Sex
Hormones and Singers: Endocrine Effects on Voice," The NATS Journal 51 (1994): 31-34;
Margaret Kennedy-Dygas, "Historical Perspectives on the 'Science' of Teaching Singing, Part
II: Influence of the Castrato upon Vocal Technique and Pedagogy (Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries)," Journal of Singing 56 (2000): 23-30; and Peter W. Vogelaar, "Castrati in Western
Art Music, Part 1: Historical Perspeaive and Musical importance," Medical Problems of
Performing Artists 13 (1998): 94-99, and his "Letter to the Editor," Medical Problems of
Performing Artists 14 (1999): 99, on medical issues. Overviews of the whole range of castrati
scholarship are in Barbier's and Ortkemper's various publications: Patrick Barbier, Farinelli,
CastratdesLumieres (Paris-. Bernard Crasser, l994),Histoiredescastrates(Paiis: BernardCrasser,
1989), and La Maison des Italiens: Les castrates a Versailles (Paris: Bernard Crasser, 1998); or
Hubert Onkemper, Engel wider Willen (Berlin: Henschelm, 1993; Munich: dtv, 1995);
"Kitzelung der Ohren: Die Stimmen der Kastraten," Neue ZeitschrififurMusik 3 (1995), 38-42,
"Eine Laune der Natur: Androgyne Stimmen," Neue Zeitschrifi furMusik 1 (1999), 14-17, and
"Ein Megastar des Barock: Der Lebensroman des Carlo Farinelli" [Review of Franzpeter
Messner, Der Venusmann), Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik (1998): 76. See also Piotr O. Scholz,
Eunuchs and Castrati: A Cultural History, trans. John A. Broadwin and Shelley L. Frisch
(Princeton: Markus Wiener, 2001), and Angus Heriot,Castrati in Opera ([n.p.]: Da Capo, 1975
[orig. 1956]). Several recent dissertation summarize most of what is available, in light of careful
musicology: Jon Alfred Rinnander, One God, One Farinelli: Enlightenment Elites and the
Containment of the Theatrical Impulse,University of California, San Diego Ph.D. Dissertation,
1985, reconstruas Farinelli (Margarita Torrione, "La casa de Farinelli en el Real Sitio de
Aranjuez: 1750-1760 (nuevos datos parala biografiade Carlo Broschi)," Archive Espanolde Arte
[Spain] 69 (1996): 323-33, reconstructs his Madrid property); Irina Vladislavovna Rudakova,
Uncertain Nature: History of the Castrato Singer in the Early Modem Gender Paradigm.,
University of Washington Ph.D. Dissertation, 1999, relates castrati to gender practices, albeit
in a different way than I do here; Amy Ann Schneider, His or Hers: On Performing Heroic Male
Roles in Handel's London Operas, D.M.A., Boston University, 2000, takes on the castrati who
performed in four of Handel's operas in London; Roger Freitas, UnAttod'ingegrxo: A Castrato
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part, the castrati remain historicallyattested fantasies, reconstructions
of remnant historical facts with no "native informants" left to tell us the
logic of their lives and precious little documentation of their motiva
tions, since they were creatures of music, not words. We do not
understand how the actual voices differed in performance impact from
others in the same range (falsetti, counter-tenors, sopranos). And we do
not know what kind of promises were held out before orphans who
hoped to end up as musical stars of their world if they were castrated
and sent to a music academy, hoping to be saved financially at the cost
of their patrimony.
On the stage, castrati performed both genders, masquerading as
males or females, when they technically were neither, and switching
roles as vocal casting required. The castrati thus offer us today utterly
alien performances of gender that pose questions about the whole
methodological premise of "performing gender," especially about how
knowledge and power relations in pre-modern society can be recon
structed.
My case study is a multiple reconstruction: one of the most
famous of the castrati, Farinelli, who toured England and ended up as
the court singer to the disturbed and reclusive Philip V of Spain
(1683-1746). His life has been taken up several times in modern
popular culture. Anne Rice's novel Cry to Heaven (1982),^ for example,
takes a psychologizing approach to make the character comprehensible,
showing the internal reorientations required of a male socialized into a
patriarchal world who subsequently has to perform as female while
fearing becoming virtually a drag queen. In contrast, Franzpeter
Messmer's 1997 Der Venusmann presents Farinelli as a lost soul who
remains almost a child because he has lost his sexual identity.' Margriet
de Moor's The Virtuoso takes up the psyche of what might best be
described as a castrati groupie.'* And a recent opera by Siegfried

in the Seventeenth Century, Yale University Ph.D. Dissertaiton, 1998, offersa biography of Atto
Melani, another castrato.
^ Anne Rice, Cry to Heaven (New York: Alfred A. Knopf/Random House, 1982).
' Franzpeter Messmer, Der Venusmann: Roman (Bern, Miinchen, Wien: Scherz Verlag, 1997).
* Margriet de Moor, The Virtuoso, trans. Ina Rilke (London: Picador, 1996 [orig. 1994 in
Dutch]).
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Matthus, Farinelli, oder die Macht des Gesangs (1998 premiere), was not
reviewed very favorably.'
After a brief introduction to the facts of the castrati world as
scholars know it, I will turn to three recreations of castrati singers, one
contemporaneous and two more modern (one popular and one more
serious, if not exactly scholarly). The popular one is the recent film
Farinelli (directed by Gerard Corblau, 1994), recreating the impact of
such an artificed (if not artificial) performance through a technical,
electronic trick: blending a countertenor and a mezzo-soprano to
simulate the now-vanished castrato voice, as the film's publicity eagerly
underscored. Motivated by a family's financial exigency, the film's
Farinelli is embarked on a new kind of social performance, beyond
compulsory heterosexuality, when he, as a soprano diva—rock-star
a la Kiss—becomes irresistible to both sexes. The more serious
reconstruction is one from an unusual source: Sacheverell Sitwell
(1897-1988), in his 1924 Southern Baroque Art: A Study of Painting,
Architecture and Music in Italy and Spain of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth
Centuries!' Very much in the way of today's art tourism, Sitwell
presents Farinelli as a performance phenomenon in an astute chapter
that recreates the performance logic of that world.
This comparison will highlight the problems in reconstructions of
social performance, particularly of gendered performances, in eras when
social performances are staged and evaluated differently and in which
public and private spaces are divided differently than later theorists
(especially from the Frankfurt School on) insist upon. That gap
between our theory and their practice will allow us to revisit and
reevaluate contemporary discussions of gendered performance culture:
Terry Castle's 1986 Masquerade and Civilization! and the 1995 En

'See, for example, Rolf Path,"Karlsruhe" [review of Siegfried Matthus, Farinelli, oderdie Macht
des Gesangs, 27 February, 1998], Opera 49 (1998): 829-30.
'Sacheverell Sitwell, Southern Baroque Art: A Study of Painting, Architectureand Music in Italy
and Spain ofthe Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, 3rd ed. (London: Duckworth's Georgian
Library, 1931 [1924]).
' Terry Castle, Masquerade and Civilization: The Camivalesque in Eighteenth-Century English
CultureartdFiction (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1986). See also "The Carnivalization
of Eighteenth-Century English Narrative" PMLA 99 (1984): 903-16, and "Phantasmagoria:
Spectral Technology and theMetaphoricsofModern Reverie," Cririca//n^«ir)'15 (1988), 26-61.
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Travesti: Women, Gender, Subversion, Opera} The case of Farinelli
suggests how "performing gender" as a methodological conceit can itself
be a fantasy when it restricts or pre-judges the kinds of social-psycholog
ical identities performed in earlier eras and in other cultures, limiting
what we think is conceivable, proper, and performable, falsifying the
identity politics of a historical era where limits on estate and status
cannot be transcended by the psychology of personal achievement.

^ Castrati in History ^
The castrati have a long documented history, and with several deeply
embedded sources of their status and ideological positions in Western
society (and quite apart from a different tradition in the Middle East
and Orient).
The origin of their affiliation with church music is purportedly
biblical; following one of the letters of Paul to the Corinthians (1 Cor.
14: 34), the Catholic Church banned women from being heard in
church (Street, "Unkindest Cut," 5), thus indirectly requiring choirs to
be male; this ban was reinforced by the reforms of the Council of
Trent (Rudakova, Uncertain Nature, 80). But the castrati were almost
equally creations of a performance preference: the high-status voice, the
"voice of heaven," has always been high. Thus major church choirs had
long been built around boy alto and sopranos, as well as falsetti and
counter-tenors. Finally, the church in Italy and Spain turned to the
systematic castration of young orphans who seemed to be promising
singers, in hope that they would retain their sopranos. The "performers
to order" often became strange, artificial creatures. Hormone imbal
ances resulting from castration leave male bones flexible, and so castrati
often grew to great heights, with long arms and fingers, and barrel
chests supporting huge lung capacity. They remained largely beardless
and tended toward obesity, with what many considered the look of
giant babies.
This Church practice did, however, become well-known, as many
knew what was at stake when children are taken to famous "cHnics" like
'Corinne E. Blackmer and Patricia Juliana Smith, eds., En Travesti: Women,Gender Subversion,
Opera (New York: Columbia University Press, 1995).
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Norcia (Scholz, Eunuchs and Castrati, 289). The castrati may have been
unnatural, but they were by no means inconsequential in early modern
Europe. Historically, their "job" (like that of actors in later genera
tions) was one of the few avenues that the poor and family-less had for
social advancement, and even prominence. They traveled to the capitals
of Europe and hobnobbed with hoi polloi. Their salaries were high;
they shared many of their roles with tenors and sopranos of more
conventional gender identities.' Echoing both the general situation and
Farinelli's specific case, then, Scholz quotes Voltaire's Candide {Eunuchs
and Castrati, 271); "I was born in Naples...there they castrate two or
three thousand boys every year; some die as a result, others acquire a
voice finer than that of women, and others still go off and govern
countries." After castrati populated the Papal choirs and became the
music masters in many churches, they flooded the stages of European
courts in the era of Absolutism. On-stage, the peculiarities of these
singers suited the performance practices of the eighteenth century.
Castrati became divas, sought-after performers who had music written
for them by all the major composers, from Gluck, Lully, and Hayden
through Mozart. Hogarth's
Mode depicts Carestini" (plate
4,1745), and his "The Rake's Progress" shows Farinelli (plate 2 [1735]),
both sitting in the fashionable salons of London. And if they did not
have singing careers themselves, castrati populated the music academies
of Europe as teachers, composers, and coaches.
That castrati tended to cluster in academies (or in group homes
like the Maison des castrates at Versailles'^ was probably the result of a

' We do not know what kind of theatrical performers the castrato singers actually were.
Today's opera scholars can tell us the details: the castrati males played both men's and women's
roles—gods and goddesses, kings and queens. Today, when the operas they performed in are
staged, they often have to be cross-dressed in reverse, with divas like Marilyn Home playing the
pants roles—even those originally designed for sopranos. Opera scholarship has exploited such
ambiguities from the point of view of the audience, particularly as what Elizabeth Wood has
dubbed "Sapphonics" ("The Lesbian in the Opera: Desire Unmasked in Smyth's Fantasia and
Fete Galante," in En Travesti: Women, Gender Subversion,Opera, eds Corinne E. Blackmer and
Patricia Juliana Smith [New York: Columbia University Press, 1995], 285-305, here 285).
The quotation comes from the second paragraph of Chapter 12. The Adams edition (21)
phrases it somewhat differently (Voltaire,Candide,trans and ed. Robert M.Adams, 2d ed.[New
York: W. W. Norton, 1991 (1966)]).
" Carestini was a counter-tenor, who may have been a castrato. However, this figure's identity
is not sure; he may also be Farinelli.
" See Barbier, La Maison des Italiens, for this story.
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legal situation; Pope Sixtus V banned marriage by castrati in 1586/7
(Scholz, Eunuchs and Castrati, 279; Rudakova, Uncertain Nature, 83).
Not surprisingly, the last castrato, Alessandro Moreschi (1858-1922),
was the director of the Sistine Chapel's music. He was captured on a
sound recording, when he was very old, and his voice well past its
prime." The last castrato director of the choir, Domenico Mustafa,
retired in 1902 (Street, "Unkindest Cut,"10). The final blow against the
castrati was struck by Pius X (1835-1914), whose encyclical Motu
propria (22 November 1903) finally banned the practice as unnatural."
This had the affect of banishing castrati from the papal choir, as part of
the attempt to recapture the prestige of the Holy See after 1870 and the
loss of the Papal States to a united Italy.
This is the world into which the historical Farinelli was born, as
Carlo Broschi (1705-1782), in Andria. He was unusual among his peers
in that his castration may have been the result of his father's bank
ruptcy and threatened fall from the middle class. His subseqent musical
education was impeccable. He studied with the singer Nicola Antonio
Porpora and worked with the opera composer Metastasio, with whom
his career is associated after he emerged onto the public scene in 1727
(with the nickname "II Regazzo," the lad, and a stage name derived from
that of a patron). That first appearance was noted by his engagement
in a singing contest. He lost, but the victor, Antonio Bernacchi, took
bim on as pupil. The result was an eminent career, including two
seasons in London (starting 1734), accompanied by theatrical wars
between two theaters, one with the King as its patron and one with the
Queen. In 1737, he was summoned to Madrid, where he became court
singer to PhiHp V. The romantic version of that story is that his power
brought the king out of his depression, singing the same four songs each
night. Philip's successor, Ferdinand VI, kept him on, yet in 1749, when
Charles III ascended to the throne, he was pensioned off. He returned
to Italy, dying wealthy in Bologna.
Farinelli has left more personal traces than many of the castrati,
principally because he figured in a famous travelogue, the 1773 The

" Eric Street, "The Unkindest Cut of All," here note 6 on 10, provides the details; an LP
monoaural recording. The Last Castrato, Opal 823.
" See Giorgio Appolonia, "II fenomeno della voce castrata," Nuova Rivista Musicale Italiana 32
(1998), 165-77, here 169.
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Present State of Music in France and Italy by Charles Burney.'' Burney
embarked on an art and music tour of Europe, combining a grand tour
with visits to artists. Not surprisingly, given the eclat of Farinelli's
London seasons, Burney dropped in on Farinelli and commented on his
image and well-being (he will visit the senior Mozart with his talented
son Wolfgang a few days later). In this narrative, we are first introduced
to Farinelli through his harpsichord collection, each a gift from a patron
and named after a different Italian painter: "He played a considerable
time upon his Raphael, with great judgment and delicacy, and has
composed several elegant pieces for that instrument" {Present State,211).
And the subsequent report was designed to please the English audience
more than inform them about the singer:
Signor Farinelli was very conversable and communica
tive, and talked over old times very freely, particularly those
when he was in England; and I am inclined to believe, that his
life were it well written, would be very interesting to the
public, as it has been much chequered, and spent in the first
courts of Europe; but, as I hope it is yet far from finished, this
seems not to be the place to attempt it: however, the follow
ing anecdotes, chiefly picked up in conversation with himself
and Padre Martini, may perhaps, for the present, gratify in
some measure, the curiosity of the reader. {Present State, 213)
The visit is thus reported very personally, well in the mode of today's
celebrity journalism, with the titillating anecdote as a chief goal.
Burney's first longer anecdote is the narrative set-piece that has
estabUshed Farinelli's reputation for all subsequent biographers, popular
or not:
he was seventeen when he left that city [Naples, where he was
born] to go to Rome, where, during the run of an opera, there
was a struggle every night between him and a famous player
on the trumpet, in a song accompanied by that instrument:

" Charles Burney, The Present State of Musicin France and Italy,A Facsimile of the 1773 London
Edition, Monuments of Music and Music Literature in Facsimile, Second Series: Music
Literature, LXX (New York: Broude Brothers, 1969).
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this, at first, seemed amicable and merely sportive, till the
audience began to interest themselves in the contest, and to
take different sides: after severally swelling out a note, in
which each manifested the power of his lungs, and tried to
rival the other in brilliancy and force, they had both a swell
and a shake together, by thirds, which was continued so long,
while the audience eagerly waited the event, that both seemed
to be exhausted; and, in fact, the trumpeter, wholly spent
gave it up, thinking, however, his antagonist as much tired as
himself, and that it would be a drawn battle; when Farinelli,
with a smile on his countenance, shewing he had only been
sporting with him all this time, broke out all at once in the
same breath, with fresh vigor, and not only swelled and
shook the note, but ran the most rapid and difficult divisions,
and was at last silenced only by the acclamations of the
audience. {Present State, 213-14)
This is very similar to today's memories of notable opera singers
of the past. But then another aspect of the performance emerges.
Farinelli tells Burney his own anecdote, relating how the Habsburg
Emperor and King of Spain was responsible for setting his mature
performance style:
his Imperial Majesty condescended to tell him one day, with
great mildness and affability, that in his singing, he neither
moved nor stood still like any other mortal; all was supernatu
ral. "Those gigantic strides, said he; those never-ending notes
and passages, ces notes qui nefinissent jamais, only surprise, and
it is now time for you to please; you are too lavish of the gifts
with which nature has endowed you; if you wish to reach the
heart, you must take a more plain and simple road." These
few words brought about an entire change in his manner of
singing; from this time he mixed the pathetic with the
spirited, the simple with the sublime, and, by these means,
delighted as well as astonished every hearer...what an affect
his surprising talents had upon the audience: it was extacy!
rapture! enchantment! {Present State, 215-16)
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This description is itself strategic, a bow toward what might have been
the more realistic tastes of the 1770s, rather than to the court masques
and Baroque embellishments of the 1740s—an appeal to the heart rather
than to the particular ambiance of the court. "Reaching the heart" is
the requirement of Sentimentalism,'' which persisted well into the
nineteenth century. Yet the story also is an indicator of the performer's
status, confirming that he was significant enough to be taken under
advisement by the king. The analogy was intended, because the
performer is intended to conquer an audience in his own way, parallel
to the king's style of command: "in his voice, strength, sweetness, and
compass; and in his stile [sic], the tender, the graceful, and the
rapid...powers that were irresistible, and which must have subdued
every hearer; the learned and the ignorant, the friend and the foe"
{present State, 217).
But the subsequent anecdotes in Burney's travelogue belie any
conversion of Farinelli's taste toward naturalism. Burney mentions that
Farinelli's brother wrote a famous air, and then describes the vocal
ornaments used in its performance, including swelling and diminution
of tones: "After this he set off with such brilliancy and rapidity of
execution, that it was difficult for the violins of those days to keep pace
with them" {Present State, 216). What is interesting from today's
perspective is the analogy drawn by Burney: "he was to all other
singers as superior as the famous horse Childers was to all other
running-horses" {Present State, 217). This singer is a force of nature,
nothing unnatural at all.
After that, Burney recounts the story of Farinelli's appointment
to the court of Spain, and of his subsequent career. Ferdinand VI made
him a member of the order of Calatrava in 1750 {Present State, 218), at
which point we was able to open up a an opera house, and to get the
eminent composer Metastasio to write for it: "Metastasio and he were
twins of public favour" {Present State, 220). When Farinelli was
eventually turned out of the country, he was able to export his
household goods. Royal patronage was assured, even though his
departure was unwilling:

" For a useful discussion of Sentimentalism,see G.J. Barker-Benfield, The Culture ofSensihility:
Sex and Society in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992).
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it is a great proof of the prudence and moderation of his
character, that in a country and court where jealousy and
pride are so predominant, he continued so long to be the
king's chief favourite, a distinction odious to every people,
without the least quarrel or difference with any of the
Spaniards. {Present State,
Farinelli clearly aims at flattering his interviewer when he notes that he
would have liked to have lived in England, and then spins tales of his
reception at court, his country visits, and "of the feuds concerning the
two operas; of the part which the late Prince of Wales took with that
managed by the nobility; and the Queen and Princess Royal with that
which was under the direction of Handel" {Present State, 224-25). All
in all, Farinelli tells us about the "lifestyles of the rich and famous,"
with art feuds that had to be resolved in the highest circles.
Though there is emphasis on the artist's great past, it is just as
curious to today's eyes that Burney paints Farinelli as a paragon of
domesticity: "he has a sister and two of her children with him, one of
whom is an infant, of which he is doatingly fond, though it is cross,
sickly, homely, and unamiable; yet this is a convincing proof, among
others, to me that he was designed by nature for family attentions and
domestic comforts" {Present State, 221).
There is, in all this, no mention whatsoever that Farinelli is a
castrato.'^ He is simply a man with a past, and one who retains
importance and humanity. Although contemporaneous slang may have
designated him a "capon," that epithet may have referred more to their
association with the opulence of absolutist, and often Catholic, courts,
as much as for their sexual identities. In the era, remember, the
Germans often accused the "French" of effeminacy (see Lenz's Der
Hofmeister, oder Vortheile der Privaterziehung, 1778), while the French
accused the Italians of it." Burney's text does not mark Farinelli as
anything other than the perfect courtier and public person—he is
simply "on stage" and "at court" in the terms familiar from Norbert

" Rudakova, Uncenain Nature,140-41, statesthat Burney's other passages on castrati probably
reflect public taste and mores, since his private diaries do not seem to condemn the "Italian"
practice.
" See Barbier, Histoire des castrates, for cultural evaluations of the castrato.
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Elias's Court Society, as a public performance among the upper classes,
with great expertise. Manners and the ability to master interpersonal
situations emerge as more important than morals per se; and the kind
of even-handedness attributed to Farinelli recommend him as a man of
character.
To today's reader, Burney's recreation leaves the essential question
unanswered: what is his identity as a male, not just as a courtier. More
crucially, Burney has described the castrato as natural, if of superior
estate—as a kind of parallel to the king, a man of impeccable taste and
hence of influence. Farinelli, in Burney's eyes, is less "performing
gender" than "performing his station in life," taking care of his family
and his estate simply and naturally, as a good king would of his people.
It is not surprising that the twentieth century would reconstruct
the highlights of such a life differently.

^ Castrati Reconstructed ^
One of the most recent reconstructions point up what is missing in
Burney's story, and fills in the blanks with a solid dose of fiction. The
1994 film Farinelli offers a peculiar, gender-bending and melodramatic
plot line, borrowed loosely from the historically-attested singer, but
skewed towards historical drama, a la Dumas and Walter Scott, and
toward the melodrama of nineteenth-century opera in Verdi's mode:
good versus evil, sedition, seduction, virtue, and vice, played out on a
stage including the glittering capitals of Europe.
At first, the film seems to embrace the alien situation of Baroque
performance on much like its own terms, reconstructing what today
seems artificial or unnatural through the technical. As noted above, the
film electronically reconstructs the now-vanished voice, blending a
countertenor and a mezzo-soprano, as the film's publicity eagerly
underscored." Yet ultimately, the plot is motivated in twentiethcentury terms, stressing psychology and finance. In this account, a
jealous brother in eighteenth-century Italy arranges for his younger
brother, a gifted singer, to be castrated, for financial reasons—the sole
" See Xavier Rodet, "Recent Developments in Computer Sound Analysis and Synthesis,"
Computer Music Journal 20 (1996): 57-61.
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support of a poor family tries to save itself by artificially "preserving"
a voice and sacrificing a son and brother.
When that gifted and handsome younger brother loses his
customary expectations about his future and his home, he finds a new
life among the castrati singers of Italy. Farinelli performs on the stage
as he performs his life, beyond the strictures of compulsory heterosexuality. The film Farinelli becomes Sting, Kiss, and David Bowie,
irresistible to both sexes. His theatrical androgyny is not transvestitism,
a concept which makes little sense in a Baroque culture that let men
dress like the peacocks the filmmaker used as a set for his artificial diva.
Farinelli and his brother (Carlo, a budding composer) share music and
women. Because of their success, Farinelli's social performance
becomes a modern wish-fulfillment, omni-sexual, and part of a
homosexual fantasy as he shares women with Carlo. Despite thelatter's
role in Farinelli's emasculation, one seduces, allowing the other to
consummate. Yet when Farinelli falls in love with Alexandra, he and
Carlo play out the ritual once more, with Carlo making amends by
impregnating Alexandra, and leaving her and the child-to-be with
FarineUi as he departs. Over a scale of sexual ambiguity and perversity,
compulsory heterosexuality and the social order are restored, with the
best "man" winning because of seduction and talent, not just sex.
That final message of compulsory heterosexuality is reinforced by
a subplot about Farinelli's attraction to Handel's music, and their
failure to communicate. Historically, Farinelli may simply have cost
too much for Handel to have used in England,^® but the film Handel's
rejection of the castrato taps into the Romantic saw that artistic
creativity is a kind of procreation. Therefore, just as a "capon" cannot
act like a full man, a courtier cannot achieve the kind of success in
composing that the more "manly" Handel and his religious oratories do.
In this sense, the film has an agenda not only of compulsory heterosexu
ality, but also in staging the viewer's confrontation with homosexual
fantasies, likely to overcome them, as the evil-doing brother repents, is

^ See again Rinnander, One God, One Farinell, especially Chapter VI, for a discussion of the
economics of the opera theater of the era, with Spain as an example. See again Robert Ness,
"The Dunciad and Italian Opera In England," for Pope's role (in the 1743 Dunciad) in
persuading Handel not to use the Italian opera conventions, including castrati.
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punished, and makes restitution.^' The film ends by removing all

" Anne Rice takes a different approach to the material in her 1982 Cry to Heaven. She is less
interested in reconstruaing the castrato performance, than in focusing on the psychology of a
performer who, by definition, was unnatural. Just as in her vampire novels, her hero starts as
a male socialized into a patriarchal world, then is forced by violence into an internal
reorientation—to reconsider what it means to perform as a female (or perform socially at all),
once a male identity has been withdrawn. While Rice motivates the castration plot in a
disinherited elder brother's attempt to reclaim his inheritance (a family title), she ultimately
focuses on how the singer "Tonio Treschi" learns to accept his power on stage, embracing his
female performance as a source of social power. Rice describes the world of the castrati in great
detail, with specific reference to the class issues at play in this caste of Vatican orphans who
either has nothing or "sacrifices all" for a social role. And the damage done to her Tonio is
marked specifically in his ability to procreate, recast as a political role for a Venetian head of
household who must be able to procreate.
Rice's Tonio Treschi first takes "castrato" to mean "homosexual," likely because he was
castrated not as a child, but as an older teen who was already sexually active, and who knows
on some level what he lost. "He had been proud then of those simple endowments, so utterly
certain of them" (his sexuality; Cry, 253). His singing voice is left to him as a freakish door
prize, making him a successful diva (borrowing details from the historical Farinelli). This
Tonio has affairs with males out of a misplaced self-loathing (he beds choir boys, castrati
teachers, and even cardinals), even as he falls ever deeper into despair about a mother who had
sold him. As the book unfolds, it gets Oedipal. Tonio's brother is aaually his father; his
mother was affianced to that "brother" when she became pregnant. His grandfather disowned
his own son and married the girl to keep the family alive. By castrating Tonio, that disowned
son can reclaim his place in Venetian society, reclaim his bride, and breed a new pack of Treschi
children to carry on the line. Tonio ultimately gets his revenge as a diva: dressed as a woman,
he seduces his own father, threatens him and tries to pardon him, but then ultimately kills him
in self-defense, to escape to new glittering successes with a girl friend and his homosexual
castrato opera composer-lover, though he feared first that "He was alone and he had killed his
father" {Cry, 527). However, he ascends to that power only after he gets the nerve to appear
onstage as a women: "[His teachers] did not share his conviction he could make a life for
himself playing only men's parts" {Cry, 300). As he confronts his brother/father. Carlo notes
he has "that voice of yours that has made you a god among the people and a nonpareil" (Cty,
518).
In this sense. Rice has used the fact of the castrati to craft a fairly ordinary story of
psychological, Oedipal revenge, a paean as to the damage done by patriarchy—the patriarch
forced to his own death. This theme echoes elsewherein Anne Rice's career, beyond the world
of the Vampire Chronicles and its distinct gay campiness. She wrote not only a trilogy of
pornography about The Claiming of Sleeping Beauty, but two more interesting novels. One is
Belinda (1986), a take-off on Lolita set in San Francisco, which refuses to cast this Lolita as a
viaim, even as she falls in love with an artist at least twice her age, who fears turning into
Humbert Humbert; the other is Exit to Eden (1984), which adapted very badly into a movie
(dir. Garry Marshall, 1994) with Rosie O'Donnell and Dan Aykroyd as two undercover cops
posing as lost tourists on what is best described as "fantasy island for S&M tourists from
Pasadena," with Dana Delaney as a dominatrix. The original is considerably more challenging,
since it describes how a dominatrix meets a sex tourist with a need to be dominated—they find
love, overcome their self-loathing and self-doubt, and embrace play of bondage, devotion, and
release. The plot originated in part in Rice's interest in the San Francisco S&M and gay scenes
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homosexual threat and restoring a bourgeois family. "Performing
gender" here means performing on stage ambiguously, but ultimately
is reduced to "performing as a man"—even if only by proxy. The
film's agenda must necessarily be gauged against its supposed audience.
It was a French-Italian co-production, clearly calibrated for a European
(or US art-house) audience, with the kind of titillation that the Cannes

of the 1970s (and we know now that her son Christopher is gay, as well).
Rice thus hasan ongoing program to question heterosexuality, yet specifically as a power
game, not as sexdefined narrowly. In consequence, her Farinelli-substitute Tonio finds his own
power in performing what he is; not-male and not-female, but both. "[H]e was articulating the
words of these songs very distinaly but easily; and he had been singing with a new smoothness
and control which made his immediate apprehension of the music infinitely easier. He had his
first real sense of power in those moments" (Cry, 198). Or: "He [Tonio]was remembering that
moment when [the castrato] Caffarelli stepped before the footlights in Venice; he was
remembering the rippleof expectation that ran through the crowd. And how he, rushingdown
to the pit, had been magnetized by this eunuch even when Caffarelli was merely walking back
and forth, not singing a note. Could he do that to people? Was that possible?...You [Tonio]
haven't that quality of being...well, neither sex" (Cry, 255) . Significantly, in murdering his
guilty father, Tonio falls prey to the same patriarchal ideology that robbed him of his social
role. He returns to his teacher/lover Guido and his girlfriendChristina, tosing in the premiere
of Xerxes, Guido's opera—to be male and female, perhaps conquering the world of art, cast out
by the legalisms of the "ordinary" world of performance.
Rice's fantasy is a world without binding gender construction, in which the power of sex
speaks whatever voice it wants to, enrapturing, and capturing...Compulsory anjfthing will
violate it. It is significant that she refuses to employ Farinelli's own late career at the court of
Philip n of Spain.
" There are other Farinellis in literature, such as a 1950s novel by Lawrence Louis Goldman,
The Castrato: A Novel (New York: John Day, 1973),that lies closer to a biography of Farinelli,
up to the recent Dutch novel by Margriet de Moor (noted above). The Virtuoso (1994). All
revolve less around the castrato singer and more around castration as producing an ambiguous
theatrical gendering and social sexuality, in which a male performs a gender role not his/its
own. If, as feminist parlance of the last generation had it, every women is afemale impersonator
because of social pressure, then the castrato is both a male impersonator and a female
impersonator, possessing all genders, or none.
This "no-gender" option is that emphasized in a third, very German Farinelli novel,
Franzpeter Messmer, DerVenusmann (1997), which presents Farinelli asalost soul who remains
almost a child because he has lost his sexual identity—since he cannot perform sexually, he
becomes socially impotent, as well. Even though this book makes Farinelli political, the
character remains a victim—a social non-performer. If the film Farinelli appeals to the danger
of theambiguously-gendered, and Cryto Heaven combats compulsory heterosexuality,then this
book follows very much in the wake of recent continental films like Der bewegte Mann (Maybe,
Maybe not, dir. S5nke Wortmann, 1994, based on a comic strip), and The Closet (Le Placard,
2000, dir. Francia Veber, with Daniel Auteuil and Gerard Depardieu). These are very
mainstream films about "normal" heterosexual men who are presumed to be gay. Being gay
makes you exotic, but ultimately robs you of what little mainstream power you might
otherwise have had.
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Film Festival often rewards. Sexual ambiguity is played out onstage (as
otherwise only English rock singers can pull off), and so it got the
Golden Globe Award for Best Foreign Language Film—an award by the
European press, yet within the US market. Farinelli is reduced to a
glamorous transvestite rock star, whose psyche is completely and
thoroughly male—not much of a challenge to gender identity.
How very dated and restricting that kind of reconstruction is can
be thrown into high relief by comparing it to another, earlier,
twentieth-century reconstruction: to Sacheverell Sitwell's Southern
Baroque Art, which places Farinelli's performance in the context of a
wide-ranging appreciation and travelogue of Baroque art, placing the
singer in the art-historical context of the Counter-Reformation in the
Mediterranean basin and Mexico.^'
Sitwell's introduction admits his bias: "These Essays are, indeed,
bound by a geographical chain, in the sense that it is only the most
southern countries of Europe, and their far-away dependencies, that are
roped off for a stage" {Southern Baroque Art, 7). He is consciously
trying to correct the heglect of the era when modernism and negritude
were the focus of art interest. Sitwell is doing a conscious recreation of
the era's experience: "My aim has been to thoroughly to soak myself
in the emanations of the period, that Ican produce, so far as my pen can
aid me, the spirit and atmosphere of the time and place" {Southern
Baroque Art, 8). Sitwell engages his expositions by representing and
entering the Baroque era's distinctive spaces: churches, palaces, city
squares, theaters, ballrooms, and in full knowledge that is was an age of
spaces and music. Thus he starts at a cathedral in Naples, at six in the
morning, and moves through cities, and finally into other spaces. In
traversing both the landscapes of the Mediterranean and its buildings,
Sitwell runs constant parallels between the natural and artificial, the
nightingale and the singer, nature and psychic space—such as when he
moves through a Baroque garden, with its avenues and "parabolas that
play and flash among the fruit trees" {Southern Baroque Art, 16).
His vision of Baroque landscapes and inscapes offers the reader the
worlds as a stage set, in which the present meets up with various pasts,
with the famous denizens of the cities and buildings. Early on, he

" Part 1: The Serenade at Caserta; Part 2: "Les Indes Galantes"; Part HI: "The King and the
Nightingale" is on Farinelli.; Part 4 is "Mexico."
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describes how a painter is at work on a cathedral; "The artist was at
work on a staircase, to lead from his fancy into the artificial world
below" {Southern Baroque Art, 17). Such European characters, from
composers through famous artists from Luca Giordano, Tieopolo, and
El Greco, also populate a Europe that is very much at the bounds of
today's Third World. Their Italy can easily look like Central Africa
{Southern Baroque Art, 20), even asit remains intimately connected with
Flanders and the Netherlands, and with the now-vanished Spanish
moors.
Sitwell's syncretism is illustrative of what may be his deeper
agenda^'*: to recreate the mental space of the Baroque and CounterReformation, a theatrum mundi that links times and places in different
ways than modern maps and philosophers would. This approach comes
into play especially in the Third Part of the text, entitled "The King and
the Nightingale." This description of Farinelli is one of Sitwell's most
extended descriptions of artists. He enters into Farinelli's life through
the tale of the powers that were, the tale of Philip V of Spain (16831746), grandson of Louis XIV who was put forward for the throne after
the last male Habsburg of the Spanish line, Charles II (1661-1700), died,
setting into play the War of the Spanish Succession.
As Sitwell spins the tale, his focus is the king who could not sleep,
making the reality of Spain a kind of fairy tale, while history converges
with whimsy and invocation:
This story, and all its action, is laid in one of those rare
worlds where the children play with young nightingales as
elsewhere with a kitten, and where a cruel child would pull

" Note that there is very little scholarly discussion of this Sitwell. The standard biography by
Sarah Bradford, Sac/»euere//Sjfte'e//.- Splendours andMiseries (London: Sinclair-Stevenson, 1993),
focuses mainly on his life; Southern Baroque An is glossed on 121-24, where she notes "Sachie's
genius was precisely this capacity to shed every vestige of the twentieth century and to
experience the past in a visual time machine" {Sacheverell Sitwell, 121). She does not, however,
discuss the Farinelli essay. Neil Ritchie, Sacheverell Sitwell: An Annotated and Descriptive
Bibliography 1916-1986 (Florence: Giardo Press,1987), discusses the textual and edition history
of the book (35-40); the original printing was 1080 copies, and it ultimately went into three
editions. Sitwell discusses thegenesis of the volume in a1952 memoir, Cupid and the Jacaranda.
Sitwell chose the baroque "because it was then an unworked field," and Ritchie notes that the
result is "neither a handbook nor a textbook, but rather poetic variationson Southern Baroque
themes" {Sacheverell Sitwell Bibliography, 36).
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off the nightingale's wing instead of tormenting a fly. All
through the night there is a dripping, gurgling music that
drifts in at every window like the spray from a tilt of waves,
and its soft cadences lay an easy road into unconsciousness....So it comes about that the secluded and stilted lives led
by those inside this tract of country set apart really possess
the undertones and the almost noiseless machinery that
should govern a small independent universe. {Southern
Baroque Art, 151)
...Every night it was the same story. In the daytime nothing
could distract his mind from the melancholy into which he
had fallen, and at night any noise of the very slightest descrip
tion was sufficient to keep him awake. While he became ill
he became more melancholy: he would sign no papers and
attend to no business; he would not even allow his barber to
shave him; and he reached that condition of despair in which
all the senses of the body are workless but intent, and only
listening to Death to knock upon the door. {Southern
Baroque Art, 153)

Sitwell paints the story from the King's point of view, showing him
bearing grudges against those who made him king, tearing him from
Versailles and sending him to a country to replace inbred Habsburg
idiots who couldn't even feed themselves properly. The diction of this
description is drawn from the sentimental novels that had their origin
in the eighteenth century, persisting into Sitwell's own age. That link
of diction, no matter how improbable, underscores a historical
connection, showing the king as a historicized token of a still-extant
type whose mental space is analogous with ours, but by no means
identical.
The narrative becomes even more interesting when one realizes
that Sitwell is consciously writing from the space of the Baroque, not
just describing its values. Thus Sitwell paints a tableau in the era's over
done language, describing the dawn's procession over the King's rooms
at Aranjuez, with the sun taking on the role of a lion stalking the king,
threatening his health: "The lion-like glance [of the sun] had woken
him, and now, for the rest of the day, he was tied like a captive to the
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Sun's chariot wheel. He was a victim, then, of hght as well as darkness;
for during the day he was awake, and at the night he could not sleep"
{Southern Baroque Art, 160). Such passages cleverly invoke mythic
figures that played into contemporaneous consciousnesses.
And the scene is repeated staged appropriately, as Sitwell describes
the "next act" of that particular drama, as the hero is about to approach
and enter the scene:
Everything else had failed [to cure the King] except
music, and in this country, where the peasant music is more
developed than anywhere else, and where limitless emotion
can be expressed artlessly and as if without trouble, the
Queen determined that she would sooth the King's troubles
with the most flawless and dazzling technique that money
could command.
By now, observant eyes can see the mechanical nightin
gale flapping in the sky on its way to sing to the King and
cure his madness, and while it arrives, growing from a speck
to a black glossy bird, we will describe the career and the
adventures of this magician. {Southern Baroque Art, 162)
This magician is, of course, Farinelli, who is introduced as having
traversed the great courts of Europe, each with their own stages, their
own spaces, their own buildings. Before Farinelli comes to this king, he
and the other castrati have meet and mastered other court situations and
have come away triumphant.
But reaching the technical description of a Baroque theater
performance and its theater, the reader sees Sitwell's purpose. That
theater works ex post facto in the patterns which Sitwell had been
ascribing to the daily lives and tribulations of the king and court:
With many of the theatres of this date their stmcture
formed part of the buildings of the Royal Palace in such a
way that the palace gardens lay directly at the back of the
stage. In such cases it was possible, on occasions of particular
splendour, to take out the back of the stage and prolong the
scene indefinitely into the garden behind, so that you could
reinforce an avenue with a row of painted trees, and have
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plaster fountains playing among those of marble. During the
interminable intervals, therefore, it was possible for the
audience to climb on to the stage and walk straight out to the
banquet under the trees.
The first scene was planned to give an effect simply of
magnificence, and the best music, with the most ambitious
songs, was kept for the middle scenes, when every spectator
would be settled in his place, and the eye and ear had grown
accustomed to the stage....
In addition to this, the actors had practised the art of
entrance to such a pitch that they had attained complete
expression of character by the manner of their appearance on
to the stage; and in this scene, where everyone playing in the
piece arrived to show himself, many of the actors came as if
they had just arrived from some other star, giving the air of
immortals, immediately, by their carriage and entry.
A staircase of vast proportions rose up in several flights
right through the roof, and the chief personages in these
pagan pageants came down as if their chariots had just
dropped them near the stairway for a few hours among us
mortals, and were waiting to take them away again to scenes
of still greater splendour. {Southern Baroque Art, 165-66)

The music then takes over on the tableau, and the people are transposed
through a kaleidoscope into other world nexes: "As the music drifts on,
the boundaries of Elysium roll further away, until its extent is indefi
nitely prolonged in every direction" {Southern Baroque Art, 167). Then
the stage starts offering its own special effects: ships, water waves,
sailors and ropes, wind, and sails—the elements pervading the world,
taken onto the stage as the true forces beyond the day-to-day hubbub
of the successful world of kings.
When Farinelli emerges onto this world-scene, he is not artificial,
but has rather been signaled as a different life form, existing in a
different place in the great chain of being:
The exaggerated femininity, with its redoubled skill, of
a castrato's singing was something that transcendentalised the
voice as we recognise and hear it now. It was not like human
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singing at all, but like that of some strange and foreign variety
of insect keeping up an incessant praise of its easy life under
the help of the summer sun. His singing was like the endless
and almost unconscious chirping of a cricket creaking all
through the night of its satisfaction at the warm house-wall in
which it lived and of the freezing winter, in contrast,
outside—or still more of a caterpillar, could that creature
articulate, chanting in praise of his leaf and of all the other
dancing green fields of leaves above, and to every side of it, in
the glancing air. {Southern Baroque Art, 168)
This being inhabits a world outside of court, in a creation virtually of
its own order. Farinelli appeared different than other mortals: "He was
of disproportionate size, tall beyond the normal, and with that ample
enlargement of the chest that you find in a prima donna, and that, at the
same time, looked manly and truculent under the breastplate that a
warrior's role imposed" [Southern Baroque Art, 169). These latter are
attested by various portraits, including at least one by Hogarth. And
he performed—in this case, in front of the Emperor. This stage thus
becomes a world unto itself, a kind of Platonic form, onto which many
forms of being could be projected, with the aid of an army of scene
changers. These workers rendered visible the syncretism of history,
mounting alternate cityscapes from different eras, as painted statues
merge imperceptibly with the real people in the gardens: "great painted
screens of architecture, to be arranged among themselves in such a way
that there were a like number of real and fictitious doorways and
passage for the entrance of the actors upon the stage" [Southern Baroque
Art, 172).
Critical is, however, the kind of space that will be shared when the
performer meets the king—in a world which is, in fact, on that stage, just
as much as the stage is in the world. Those who appear on that stage are
not restricted to one single order of signification, these "heroes in whose
company Farinelli lived his illusive secondary life upon the stage"
[Southern Baroque Art, 168). These figures are always in costume,
drawing multiple faces and identities from multiple orders of be
ing—from Roman costumes on, each sponsoring an additional story to
tell: "Pagan and Christian mythology were so many arsenals out of
which artists of every description obtained their weapons of attack.
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There could never be lack of subject while these arsenals were kept in
order and repair" {Southern Baroque Art, 169). What kept these multiple
mythologies in repair was the omnipresence of such visual figures in
multiple cells, loci, points of this world, from public squares on.
As Sitwell portrays it, that world is now in disrepair, with the
stories frayed. Sitwell makes clear what has been lost: the sheer danger
of the stages with multiple pits, and multiple levels, and the power of
command that figures on this stage can exercise. They enter each as a
deus ex machina (sometimes literally so):
The entrance of Farinelli was most unexpected in
method. Instead of gravely walking on, bowing to his
reception, and then stiffly beginning a song, Farinelli adopted
a more original mode of appearance. The choruses had died
away and the stage was empty; even the music which had
escorted all the actors as far as the passages which led to their
dressing-rooms had now died down and was waiting silent for
something to happen.
Down one of the corridors there came a low whispering
note, like the wind beginning in the dead of night. It came a
little louder, and now a shadow, closely followed by a huge
figure, could be seen walking down the portico on to the
boards. The voice grew louder and louder, until it reached a
climax as Farinelli reached the candles and stood there in full
view, shaking every ear with his sound. All the glass of the
chandeliers rattled, and his voice was taken up and echoed by
every bar and piece of metal in the theatre. While the
handrails were still tingling and the note in the glass lights
was dying away like a loud bell, Farinelli diminished the note,
drawing it away again through the dying bells. Their life
ebbed quickly away and his note was left, not so much dying
itself also, but going away—fading further and still further
from the colonnade into the landscapes beyond. No sooner
had its sound completely vanished, even the echo being no
longer audible, than Farinelli started off again, singing with
such speed that the orchestra found it impossible to keep pace
with him. Following their guide as best they could the
orchestra reached the end of the journey and were landed
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there in safety by the middle of Farinelli's acknowledgment
of the applause, but it was a world of skill and not of art, of
sexless, insect-like accomplishment rather than of natural and
true flowering.
The slave-like and terrible carving of the ornament
required years of labour in its execution. There were designs
so intricate that it seemed a miracle that any human being
could find his way through them, and so deep was the
undercutting that his cadenzas stood away entirely from the
body of music that was to hold them.
There were no feats of conjuring, no displays of skills, of
which Farinelli was incapable. He could be anywhere at any
moment, or appear in several places at once, and he held the
secret of that fourth dimension which enabled him to
reconcile time with distance, and height with depth. He
travelled with the complete equipment of the virtuoso.
His singing, as I have said, was conversation carried to a
transcendental pitch. {Southern Baroque Art, 172-73)
SitwelTs prose is here typically overblown, but he unfailingly highlights
the power, will, and skill involved in what is its own form of absolute
command: "He could move a crowd to tears easier than the most
impassioned preacher or the most pathetic play" {Southern Baroque Art,
173-74).
Sitwell also realizes that this kind of control no longer seems
natural to his contemporaries. Yet he is at pains to build bridges. To
do so, he takes up the program of a (then-current) fireworks show as a
description of Farinelli's stage appearances: "[This program] reads like
the catalogue of an auction sale of a virtuoso's effects, were his tricks
marketable and to be bought in this manner" {Southern Baroque Art,
176); "they are performances of the same order of invention" {Southern
Baroque Art, 177), as the imagined voice runs up and down its scales.
Sitwell's every move is designed to align this prose from another era
with his readers' skepticism, which he then overcomes. Farinelli is first
described as if he were a mere mortal: he has great diction, and he is
modest in comparison to other castrati, like Cafarelli who went
through Dresden, Brazil, and Portugal through the courts. Farinelli is,
at the same time, removed from any suspicion of being a diva in the
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modern sense. Onstage, he was remembered as a team player, working
with others in chorus to support their joint effort, then emerging as a
separate figure, despite embodying what is now considered a stock,
stereotyped figure:
these divinities and the heroes who were only not immortal
by half—these figures, so dry and bleached by time as they are
to us, had an appearance of freshness and green life to the
audience of that time. There were, to begin with, so many
statues which stood there to serve as specimens of their race
for the study of the townspeople who could see them every
day. i^outhem Baroque Art, 179)
Farinelli became part of this universe of gods and mortals, intertwined
with it and part of its genealogy: "Every star, every river, every see, and
every flower had its genealogy that could be traced" {Southern Baroque
Art, 179).
Something very different happens as the performance proceeds,
and the singer emerges into this new, ordered universe:
These first two songs were feats of skill, extraneous altogether
to the action and plot of the opera, and merely introduced so
as to give occasion for a display of his powers. But after these
preliminaries Farinelli entered into the character he was to
impersonate, and, for the moment, became disembodied from
his virtuosity. {Southern Baroque Art, 178)
The situation resolves in unexpected fashion, during intermission:
Farinelli is called to the royal box, to confront his own transformation
as an avatar of the ultimate power-figure in the world. The king, too,
has on his public face, and, in his box, he is surrounded by as many
mirrors and artifices as his stage counterpart. The psychological impact
of such a confrontation of mythical equals is figured by Sitwell as the
turning point of a career and as a new form of existence: "It was as
though Farinelli had been suddenly caught up by the clouds and lifted
away to be confronted with his Maker" {Southern Baroque Art, 181).
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The Emperor, on his part, knew to act like a divinity, as well: he
advised Farinelli to change his life, his approach to singing. Farinelli is
to embrace simplicity rather than artifice:"
Up to this point his [Farinelli's] whole life had been taken up
in an endless study of what could be done to produce results
out of darkness and night-tine, and now, having learned the
art of perfect illumination, he was to surrender all his secrets
and appear in common daylight with ordinary mortals.
{^outhem Baroque Art, 182)
The virtuoso is, therefore, a person of power and command and
discipline, the hero of the known world and a mirror of the king's
power and prestige. He has practiced not just scales but each movement
of his appearance, "as if he were a general and not an actor. He must be,
at the same moment, quicker than Mercury and more stern than
Caesar" {Southern Baroque Art, 195), which he gains by doing hundreds
of repetitions, as many as the nightingales in the trees, unflinching,
unvarying—another kind of force of nature coming to its destiny.
Thus it is not surprising, in Sitwell's telling, that Farinelli is able
to calm the King's melancholy through singing his four songs: "He was
an oracle-giver as well as a miracle-worker...the fourth song may have
been in the actual speech of the seraphim, for there can be no other
explanation of their potency" {Southern Baroque Art, 213). Farinelli's
choice will indeed be a seeming renunciation of his public role, but in
a way that Sitwell describes as reflecting the era's architecture (especially
in Spain), as well:
For this architecture, that is now so dead and unappreciated,
had exactly the same virtuoso qualities of rapidity and
brilUance that caused Farinelli to be acclaimed as a hero and
a genius by his audiences. And it is not to Farinelli alone that

Ernst Cassirer describes this royal power in appropriate terms: "The ruler is the 'mortal god'
who controls completely the property and life, even the opinion and religions of his subjects"
("Enlightenment," in Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences,eds. Edwin R. A. Seligman and Alvin
Johnson [New York: MacMillan Co., 1931], Vol. V, 547-52, here 549).
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this architecture is a parallel, but it affords a clue also to the
minds of Paganini and of Liszt. {Southern Baroque Art, 192)

What Sitwell has captured is the alternate mental and physical status
geography of the Counter-Reformation, a world of status and analogy
reflecting the centers of power, not of science and cause and effect in the
modern sense, guaranteed by public affirmation. He has, moreover,
shown the psychology of the era manifest as public performances, and
how the world of nature and artifice must be seen as one, rather than
divided into "public" and "private." Sitwell's agenda is to re-create a
logic of alterity, to move his readers into a world outside of modernism
(and hence out of the legacy of the Enlightenment), and into a world of
syncretisms, of parallels and multiplicities (wheels within wheels),
rather than strict hierarchies or ordinals. His Farinelli is written to
show not his personal psychology, but how power works in that
world—that power is built on skill, focus, and self-mastery.
Sitwell tells us that stories need not always be realistic in the
modern sense, but that they can instead range across worlds, to recur in
different times and places, to span heaven and earth, and to transform
individuals into reincarnations of heroes and villains. In this sense, all
individuals in Sitwell's Baroque were involved in experiments with
identity, not fettered by the presuppositions of a biology whose essence
is itself a kind of tale. These rulers of the nation and the stage did not
"play roles," they rose to embody nexes of power and meaning in their
worlds. Sitwell is bringing to his audience a world which they do not
know, but which they can be brought to, through empathy and
cautious reinvocation. Sitwell is thus consciously antiquarian, but
never quaint, as he shows what was at stake in the geopolitics and
identity politics of Baroque performance.

^ Scholarly Fantasies: Castrati Re-Imagined ^
These two very different twentieth-century recreations of the castrati's
world force us to reconsider present categories of analysis like gender-as-
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performance.^^ The film Farinelli is very carefully constmcted to meet
these expectations, to support the notion that gender is a personalpsychological performance, outside of biology. Real men need to
behave like real men, whether they procreate or not. The film thus
brings up transvestitism or homosexuality in distinctly modern constel
lations—especially in terms of men sharing women (a "too simple"
reconstruction, as Koegler's film review notes^^. Heterosexuality
remains the norm in the contemporary film—in a medium that is, by
definition, intended to be popular, to speak to their particular audiences
as potential bestsellers.
In contrast, Sitwell's castrato, like Burney's, is engaged in a
performance situation, simulating power and thereby achieving it as a
force of nature, as part of the theatrum mundi, in which the king also
knows his station. That is, in playing a role, the castrato creates a
reality beyond the mundane—beyond known creation and revealing of
more than the mundane, and definitely concerned with more than
gender identity in the modern sense. Sitwell's work thus defines a
different kind of performance theory than that offered by Terry Castle
in her 1986 Masquerade and Civilization. Castle there discussed
principally the carnivalesque, those moments where the theatrum mundi
offers the individual a chance to overturn the world's established
hierarchy.^*
Sitwell's Farinelli, however, is not performing to overturn the
known world, but rather to assert the place that he has been given in it.
" There are exceptions to a general absence: Dympna Callaghan, "The Castrator's Song:
Female Impersonation on theEarly Modern
Journal ofMedieval and Early Modem Studies
26 (1996): 321-53, investigates male actors in female roles in the early modern stage to make the
point of how limiting our methodologies have been. Beth Kowaleski-Wallace, "Shunning the
Bearded Kiss: Castrati and the Definition of FemaleSexuality," Prose Studies [Great Britain] 15
(1992): 153-70, reconstructs a dialogue between Frances Burney and Paccheriotti as a dialogue
about sexual pleasure, using the castrato as a limit case. Richard Parish, "Molihe en travestii
Transvestite Acting in Moliere," NottinghamFrench Studies 33 (1994):53-58, uses Moliere's plays
as a similar investigation.
^ H. Koegler, "Der geklonte Kastrat: Gerard Corbiaus etwas zu simpler Film Farinelli—ll
Castrato" Opemwelt 10 (October 1995): 15-17.
Rudakova disagrees with this placement of castrati into the Great Chain of Being (Uncertain
Nature, 233). Instead, she believes that they were originally a challenge to definitions of
maleness, but eventually lost this ability, when male sexuality defined as sexual performance
triumphed—when "human nature" was understood more normatively, making castrati into
perversions: "there was a place for them on a gender map and on a sexual scale" when they
existed (Uncertain Nature, 237).
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He and his ilk were legislated into existence and taken by the public as
a completely ordinary (if rare) experiment pushing the boundary of
creation beyond the ordinary identities. What Farinelli did, in joining
with the crowd and then emerging as a leader, descending from heaven,
and joining the earth, was virtually a ritual performance, a reenactment
of creation, which Sitwell reinforces by expanding Burney's story of
how the king changes Farinelli's life. This artist's goal is not just
simplicity, but also to turn into a nightingale, to move out of the night
into existence, out of the theater into the real theater of power. Sitwell
sees such power as transformative—with the stage persona having the
ability to turn real. Sitwell thus shows to modern eyes the kind of
power within the system that Burney takes for granted—power which
today's gender and performance theorists would be hard-pressed to take
as analogous.
In this genealogy of power, Sitwell relies on historical precedent,
knowing full-well that the most effective absolute monarchs, like Louis
XIV, took part in such performances, like the famous court ballet in
which a young Sun King played the sun.^' The castrato fit into the
Baroque aesthetic of artifice and myths in parallel ways, as modern
incarnations of Orpheus or Dionysus, a dual- or ambiguously-gendered
lineage guaranteeing musical nobility. Yet current studies of gender
performance in opera can overlook these period conventions, as do
most of the essays in En Travesti (1995), even while they discuss opera
divas, diva worship, opera characters like Cherubino, and opera pants
roles, such as Marilyn Home's performance of T^^«cred^—along with the
great opera diva roles of the nineteenth century (those also spoken
about by Catherine Clement in Opera, or the Undoing of Women^. But
the Farinelli case falls beyond their definition of "performing
gender"—they are focused on opera today, not on what performance

" This culture of performance, as Norbert Elias outlined in The Court Society, trans. Edmund
Jephcott (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1983), as Peter Burke exemplifies for the image-making
surrounding Louis XIV, in his The Fabrication of Louis XIV (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1992), and as Pierre Serna illuminates in "The Noble." in Enlightenment Portraits, ed.
Michel Vovelle, trans. Lydia G. Cochrane (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997 [orig.
L'uomo dell'illuminimso.,1992]). For a film example that makes this point, see the recent film
Ridicule (dir. Patrice Leconte, 1996), or Vatel (dir. Roland Joffe, 2000), which stars Gerard
Depardieu as the master of the revels and explains the performance logics involved.
Catherine Clement, Opera, or the Undoing of Women, trans. Betsy Wing (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1988).
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means in a culture which accepts and even valorizes gender ambiguity,
within a particular category of social status.
To clarify this point, it is worth pursuing contemporaneous
expectations about gender in another way, to see why Burney could
remain so quiet about what seems completely unnatural today. Moving
outside human rights violations—that orphans were castrated because
they were socially and legally vulnerable—we cannot doubt that the
castrato singer was meant to be gendered ambiguously—or flexibly—in
their original contexts. Moreover, this ambiguity did not automatically
imply homosexuality (although Barbier suggests that such charges were
indeed raised more in France than in Italy, where the type originated
{Histoire des castrates 73]). The images of Farinelli retained in paintings
and etchings show him dressed as a perfectly normal male of the
eighteenth-century; even in the caricatures of castrati (reproduced
variously, especially in Appolonia), they are mocked for being overly
large, not for effeminacy (and there is little evidence that the castrato
voice was ever mocked in and of itself, but only when it was an
affectation). A castrato was beardless, in a culture where beardless was
the style. He and his peers were known to wear armor well, due to
their height (that is, those who weren't knock-kneed from bone
problems). These castrati were, moreover, operating in a world that
prized the high voice, and in which they were defined in their musical
roles by voice casting, not by gender.'' Women were excluded from the
churches, but they more often than not alternated roles with their
castrati voice doubles on secular stages, depending on availability.'^
And, last not least, all operatic voices are unnatural, trained to be in
their own category.
As the prominence of the Italian opera grew, the castrati may have
turned into operatic novelty acts, but we cannot ignore the fact that
they also were some of the best-trained singers of the era: they, like
postulants, had been committed to a kind of monastic or holy order,
body and mind. Because of that choice, they had acquired access to

Lionel Sawkins, "For and Against theOrder of Nature: WhoSang theSoprano?," Early Music
15 (1987): 315-24. Rudakova, Uncertain Mature,115, adds that castrati may even have "passed"
in public; see also 162.
" See again Richard Sherr, "Guglielmo Gonzaga and the Castrati," and Jean Lionnet,
"Performance Praaice in the Papal Chapel during the 27th Century," Early Mustic 15 (1987):
4-15.
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classes above their own; they could become impresarios, and expensive
ones. Outside the theater, they were favored companions to noble
ladies (since they could, in many cases, even offer sex without
procreation—or elegant companionship their husbands would not be
jealous of; Rudakova, Uncertain Nature, 207, suggests that they were
seen as sexual, but could not be associated with adultery). If they had
a different psycho-sexual identity, it probably had more to do with
being cloistered than with personal torture, since most castrati assumed
their "vocation" as children. They were indeed aliens, member of a
class unto themselves, but we cannot forget that they (as orphans) may
well have not had any expectation of families even if they had been left
whole males." Their world was thus indeed as Burney and Sitwell drew
it: members of a musical elite, with power on the stages and in the
courts of Europe and England. Symbolically, they could cast them
selves as heirs not to kings, but of Orpheus or Dionysus (Rudakova,
Uncertain Nature, 155, stresses that decorum, not verisimilitude, was
determining for plausibility of stage allegorical characters; their caste
emerged as sanctioned, as part of the Catholic church's response to the
Reformation, and as part of the theatrical machinery of the Baroque,
with its illusions. And in those terms, they were socially sanctioned,
even if they lay as far outside the day's legal norms as did other actors.
Their world, in other words, is a world in which representation
itself conditions performance in terms more than gendered (see also
Rudakova, Uncertain Nature, 193-94, for a discussion of the period's
concepts of sex and gender). Their masquerade within social hierarchies
is, however, an art of many performances (national, religious, mythical),
each of which leads to the social power and problems of melodrama
rather than to the modern identity and psychological politics of high
modernist drama. Said another way: the order of castrati existed for
three hundred years as a specific identity position that relied on much
more than gender alone. In Farinelli's world, the performance of
gender occurs within the social hierarchy, exerting known patterns of
social power, along side of other parallel performances (kingship,
nobility). For scholars to acknowledge any less is to elide the real social
force of performance in a culture that did not make the kinds of

" Rudakova, Uncertain Nature,101-02, argues that the very term "castrate" may have referred
to social station rather than to the "completeness" of the male involved.
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divisions between public and private spaces that later theorists like the
Frankfurt School would insist on. In this sense, the castrati are more
transformative than transgendered or transvestite, performing as
superhuman, near-leaders.
This analysis is supported in another way by another fabled
eighteenth-century case of gender-bending that bears on the public
world of the castrati: the Chevaliere d'Eon, Charles d'Eon de Beau
mont (1728-1810).''* D'Eon was scion of a prominent family, with a
career as a diplomat, military officer, and spy behind him when, at age
49, he declared that he had actually been born a woman and had been
forced into male clothes by his family. Carving out court cases and
much public scrutiny in England and France, he convinced all that he
was, indeed, female—until his death in England revealed that he had
been living as a transvestite for 32 years. He was not, however, a female
impersonator or transgendered in a modern sense. Those who saw him
reported that he looked distinctly masculine while dressed as a woman,
and he did not change his voice or manners to "conform" to women's
social duties. In addition, he wrote a biography of himself as a
biological female (a patent untruth), and parts of a theology of gender,
claiming to have been saved by Jesus and resurrected in his true (female)
form.
Overall, he used his gendered position to challenge court and legal
precedents (including the wearing of medals). In actuality, the transfor
mation was probably motivated by politics, since Louis XV had made
him secretary to the Ambassador to the Russian court (1756), where he
became a favorite of the Empress Elizabeth. However, he had been a
protege of the de Broglie family, which fell out of favor with subse
quent foreign ministers. It was long suspected that he was a member of
the "King's Secret," Louis XV's international espionage service,
disbanded by Louis XVI, sending d'Eon "underground" as a different
kind of public person. All of Europe bet on his true sex; the queen's
dressmaker Rose Bertin saw him/her "properly" outfitted to the tune
^ The story istold in Paul Mourousy, Le Chevalierd'^on; Un travest malgrelui (Paris: Editions
du Rocher, 1998), with de Beaumont's autobiography recently translated and made available as
Charles d'^on de Beaumont, The Maiden ofTonnerre: The Vicissitudes of the Chevalier and the
Chevaliere d'ton, trans. Roland A. Champagne, Nina Ekstein, and Gary Kates (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001). See also Gary Kates, Monsieur d'ton Is a Woman (New
York: Basic Books, 1995).
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of a small fortune, and Pierre Caron de Beaumarchais intervened
officially to settle various suits. The whole story is beyond the purview
of the present discussion—but one must note that Farinelli, too, was
suspected of spying.^' For the present purposes, it suffices to note that
here, again, gender emerged as related less to sexuality than to the
boundaries between state and church legality.
The cases of d'Eon, Farinelli, and other famous casatrati—to say
nothing of the century's clerics—must thus be considered as part of an
extended pattern of identity politics within the social order. To enter
into this discussion, as too many modern reconstructions do, assuming
that such nominal transvestites must be outsiders, is reductionist,
ignoring the psycho-social and legal distance of pre- and early-modern
eras from our own. Sitwell, in his work on the Baroque, rescues this
aspect of leadership performance from behind today's Enlightenment
project, showing us a culture whose logic is not defined simply by
heterosexuality, but which construes power along axes other than
biology alone.

" On Farinelli's politics, see Thomas Nelson McGeary, "Farinelli in Madrid: Opera, Politics,
and the War of Jenkins' Ear," The Musical Quarterly 82 (1998): 383-21.

